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Will YOU be prepared to use the world’s most controversial drug when it arrives?The argument
for the legalization of medical cannabis continues to rage on in many countries all over the world.
But the tide is steadily turning: the medical cannabis market is now projected to be worth up to
$11 billion in the USA, in the year 2020 alone.In this fascinating, accessible and often humorous
guide to medical cannabis, Dr. Lola Ohonba prepares healthcare professionals and the general
public for the rapid rise of this controversial treatment. From understanding the various
components of the cannabis plant, to learning about the body’s natural cannabinoid production,
knowledge is key for healthcare professionals ready to embrace the future of disease
management.In A Pharmacist’s Guide to Cannabis you will learn:•Why the complex and colorful
history of cannabis prohibition is jeopardizing its medical potential today.•The important
differences between various terpenes and their uses.•Why the body’s Endocannabinoid System
is the RoboCop of the human body.•Why medical cannabis may enhance the body’s own natural
defenses against disease.•What the Entourage Effect is, and why it means there is no real
synthetic substitute for cannabis.•How to protect children from cannabis-based products.•And
MORE!Medical cannabis is slowly but surely gaining momentum. If you want to stay ahead of
the curve and be prepared for this new wave of treatment options, A Pharmacist’s Guide to
Cannabis is your ultimate handbook to this multipurpose plant.SCROLL UP AND GRAB YOUR
COPY TODAY!



A PHARMACIST’S GUIDE to CANNABISPerspective of a non-conformist clinicianDr. Lola
Ohonba, Pharm.D.Copyright: © 2020 by Dr. Lola OhonbaAll right reserved. No part of this
publications may be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form or by any means,
including photocopying, recording, or other electronic or mechanical methods without the prior
written permission of the publisher, except in the case of brief quotations embodied in critical
reviews and certain other noncommercial uses permitted by copyright law.DEDICATIONThis
book is dedicated to our Almighty God, the creator of the universe, including botanicals such as
cannabis.I would also like to dedicate this book to the memory of my mom and dad (Martha and
Julius); my boo, “Actor Charles”; and our 3 “Amigos,” William, CJ, and Immanuel.MEDICAL
DISCLAIMERThis book is for educational purposes and should not be taken as medical advice.
Consult with your health-care provider for all your medical needs. Do not start or stop any
medication (including herbal supplements) without talking with your doctor. As at the time of
publishing this book, all supplements including over-the-counter vitamins and cannabis-infused
products are not FDA approved. We do not claim that supplements including cannabinoids heal,
treat, or cure disease.CONTENTSINTRODUCTIONCANNABIS: Perspective of a non-conformist
clinicianCANNABIS PROHIBITION IS ALL ABOUT …THE ENTOURAGE EFFECTS: One will
chase a thousand, two will chase …?THE ENDOCANNABINOID SYSTEM: RoboCop to the
rescueCANNABINOIDS RECEPTOR AGONISTLET’S TALK ABOUT
TERPENESCANNABINOID THERAPY: What’s route got to do with it?Lock it
upCONCLUSIONFURTHER READING:ABOUT THE AUTHORINTRODUCTIONA Pharmacist’s
Guide to Cannabis is written to be short, funny, and to the point for easy reading. The attempt at
humor was intentional in order to remove the medical jargon often found in medically-focused
books.The legalization of both medical and recreational cannabis continues to spread not just
across the country, but all over the world. As at the time of writing this book, either medical or
recreational cannabis is now legal in 33 states and Washington, D.C. (approximately 170 million
people living in these areas). The medical cannabis market is projected to be worth up to $11
billion in the United States in the year 2020 alone.In its press release dated June 12, 2020, the
World Health Organization (WHO) removed cannabis from the “drug” category. According to the
press release, “The WHO document recognizes that there are no reported cases of abuse or
dependence on the substance, and that it does not represent a danger to public health.”WHO
specified that cannabidiol is not addictive; however, despite this, it does not mean that cannabis
is no longer classified as a drug by international health organizations. The WHO report only
indicates the results for one of the elements of cannabis: cannabidiol (CBD).I wrote this book to
get you ready for what is to come in the cannabis space. Cannabis and other medicinal plants
will be legalized whether the greedy corporations like it or not – it’s just a matter of time.The tide
is changing. Countries like South Africa have already legalized not just medicinal but
recreational cannabis as well. According to South Africa’s Supreme Court, cannabis prohibition
is a violation of its citizen’s human rights.So, where will you be when the wave comes crashing
in? Are you going to sit on the sideline, and let the “wave” pass you by …?Or, are you going to



take your health and wealth into your own hands by learning the essential facts that are going to
be necessary to navigate the emerging market? Are you going to do whatever it takes to learn
the basics of this amazing “wonder plant” that our creator has blessed us with richly to enjoy?
According to the biblical saying: “My people perish for lack of knowledge.”I believe nature has
given unto us ALL that we need to live a healthy and sickness-free life. I believe knowledge is
power. I encourage you to empower not just yourself but also your loved ones with a copy of A
PHARMACIST’S GUIDE TO CANNABIS: Perspective of a non-conformist clinician today before
the “WAVE” comes crashing in.CANNABIS: PERSPECTIVE OF A NON-CONFORMIST
CLINICIANCannabis like other botanicals such as ginger, garlic, and lemongrass has been
around dating back to 700 BC, and been used for the management of various disease states. In
fact, cannabis might be the most versatile plant known to humankind.As a clinician, I’m not naive
enough to think there’s “one miracle drug” that can cure all diseases. Cannabis is not a “wonder
drug” that can cure all diseases either. But have been used for generations to manage over 100
disease states including melancholy (depression).As a clinical pharmacist, I worked directly with
patients for many years in a retail setting, and later transitioned to managed care (HMO, PBM),
where I still work.It breaks my heart when a patient comes into the pharmacy with a prescription
request that I know has better alternatives but I am unable to the change request to what is best
for the patient, both in terms of side effects profile or cost, either due to preset formulary,
bureaucracy, or corporate greed.Why do you think “big pharma” and corporations are fighting
tooth and nail to prevent the legalization of cannabis?Why do you think they spend billions of
dollars every year lobbying our lawmakers, who we sent to Washington to represent and protect
us from “Sherlock Holmes” like them?Big pharma and corporations know that the day cannabis
is legalized will be the end of the feeding of their insatiable hunger for “more wealth” at the
expense of poor and middle-class people like you and me.Imagine what would happen to big
pharma like Purdue, if cannabis were to be legalized today – and millions of people don’t have to
take their opioids for pain and die of an overdose, or suffer from drug addiction anymore.Well, I’ll
tell you what would happen – they’ll have to say “Bye, Felicia” to their big yacht, Swiss and
offshore bank accounts, and their multi-million dollar mansions in the Islands, off my home state
of Florida (i.e., Bahamas, Turks & Cacaos, and my very fave, Cayman Island – where heaven
and hell still exist side by side … lol).I know what you guys are thinking about the Cayman part
… How did you know all that about Cayman? Did you travel down there …? If yes, then how can
you say you’re not just one of the big pharma? Ha ha …Trust me, people, I’m not one of them at
all (I’m one of the working poor actually  ). Remember I told you guys I live in Florida? Well, here
is how I made it happen:• Florida is just a few hours from most of the Islands. It’s a lot cheaper
to travel to the Island via a cruise, cos I didn’t have to pay extra for food, hotels, flight, or
entertainment … wink wink :)
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Forzana (Can Do), “Fantastic! Must read!. Fantastic book for terpene references and guide to
cannabis history, cannabinoids and it’s uses. It’s easy to understand and removes all the
scientific jargon. Great for everyone interested in learning about cannabis. Definitely recommend
it. I use it all the time!”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 3.2. 9 people have provided feedback.
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